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n 2002, Parker began a journey
to create a new line of crossbows. The company was well
versed in the compound bow market
at the time and produced a variety of products, but nothing yet in
the crossbow arena. It was a natural
transition for Parker, and certainly
a timely move to start this journey.
The market was in a tender stage
and just started to bubble due to
the inclusion of a crossbow hunting
season in some states. In 2008, the
company came out with the Cyclone.
This product was unique compared
to others in the industry, and at the
time set the bar for competitors.
Parker has grown from just a handful of crossbows to a line of low, Contact Info
Parker Bows
mid and high price point products.
www.parkerbows.com
The company has developed and MSRP (bare crossbow): $799.00
Finish:
Premium CAMO
offered more crossbows through the String/Cable Material: RED HOT Synthetic
Limb:
Advanced Split Limb
years, and has done so in order to Barrel:
Machined Aluminum
meet the various demands of con- Riser:
Machined Aluminum
sumers. Parker is one of the larg- Performance at a Glance:
est crossbow manufacturers in the
Arrow
Speed
K.E.
Momentum
industry. The company is working
425 Grains
329.2
102.3
19.9
hard to manage this growing market
475 Grains
313.3
103.5
21.2
and serves the entire country with
525 Grains
299.6
104.7
22.4
key individuals that live and breathe
archery, a factory sales force that
dd
dd
h
ll
h h 3) offer cuswas introduced in the March issue
highest quality
archery equipment
available,
of ArrowTrade magazine.
tomers a tremendous value for their hard earned dollar and
As mentioned, the company has expanded the cross- 4) provide the best possible customer experience.
bow line this year. For 2012, four new crossbows have been
Testing Background
released. One of those is the Parker Tornado F4. As the name
The Tornado F4 went through a standard and regiimplies, this product was created to burst on the scene and
create a whirlwind of interest. The original Tornado cross- mented performance test. The focus of these types of tests
bow was produced in 2009. This new and improved product is to determine, for a specified product, the performance
has several key attributes for those interested in upgrading characteristics. Additionally, the goal is to provide those
or just wanting the latest and greatest. The split limb design, archers that enjoy shooting and/or hunting with appropriate
cam changes and added speed is what first comes to mind. objective information, as well as some subjective commenBut what really creates interest with the Tornado F4 is the tary, for aiding in the purchase process. With that said, this
“shoot-ability” aspect; refer to the precision shooting test to evaluation is by no means conclusive. Each archer should
assess what is important to him or her and interpret the
see the results.
The Tornado F4 was built with a specific mission in results within the context of this article. As always, I recommind – shooting. As with most products in the archery mend that anyone considering a crossbow should shoot as
industry that’s the primary goal. Parker wants their prod- many different makes and models as possible to determine
ucts to perform flawlessly, allow archers to shoot accurately what best suits their individual needs and desires.
Please note: Due to the lack of testing methods and
and receive the “bang for the buck” they deserve. In order
to achieve these objectives the Virginia manufacturer has procedures available publicly for crossbows, testing guidecreated a simple mission statement: 1) design innovative lines were developed and published in 2009. These testing
products that will enhance customer’s success, 2) build the guidelines remain unchanged since 2009, and I continue to
use these methods to evaluate crossbows.

Parker Tornado F4
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Introduction
Parker is known for offering products at a wide range of prices. The firm wants to be able to appeal to the hunter on a
limited budget and someone who just wants to try crossbow hunting, with more basic offerings. But the firm also wants to
sell Parker crossbows to the more demanding consumer who ranks performance and comfort as way more important than
cost. The Tornado F4 falls in the mid-high level price quadrant. The price of this product is about what you’d expect based
on the features and design. In addition, the company sells two other heavy hitters, which reach the mid-high to high price
point, the Gale Force and Concorde. Having shot the Concorde last year, I was impressed with the ingenious push button
drawing device. I have yet to test the Gale Force, but the marketing material indicates some heady
speeds. The Tornado
F4
TAS_ArrTrade_Feb2012.pdf
1
1/29/12
isn’t far off from its brother crossbows in the speed department. Even though I’m
not personally a speed freak advocate, this crossbow does an excellent job in sending the projectiles downrange at a good pace.
The features of the Tornado F4 are fairly straightforward and quite noticeable. My initial reaction to the crossbow was positive. The Tornado F4 includes a
soft touch surface. Many archers will find the finish to be essential to comfort and
nonslip ease of use. As you grip the product you will notice the cutouts in the stock
allow for excellent control. Further, the weight distribution of the crossbow seems
optimal for shooting. The product itself contains numerous technologies that
should aid the archer in shooting accurately. The prime shooting features are the
compact tactical design, split limbs, G2 Bull-Pup Trigger, dual string suppressors
and thumbhole pistol grip. Parker contends that these components will allow for a
most fruitful shooting experience.
Parker offers the Tornado F4 in various package options. The product tested in
this article was received with a Red Hot 3x32 Multi-Reticle Scope. However, there
are other scopes available. The package also includes a four arrow quick detach
quiver
and four field points. The quiver runs in line with the stock. Most companies
ouldn
tbedoneifit
are positioning the quiver perpendicular to the forearm. This small difference
Arrow Trade Scorecard
speaks greatly to the practical design
and ease of use concept that Parker
Evaluation Criteria
Score
employs in their products. It comproAdjustability
e
mises the handling of a modern, narrow
Craftsmanship
crossbow to have the arrows projecting
past the limbs.
Design Integrity
The crossbow went through a thorFeatures
ough inspection. The review focused
Performance
on string/cables, eccentrics, limb and
limb pockets, rail, stock, butt plate, trigSound
ger housing, trigger and trigger guard.
Trigger
After a thorough review of the Tornado
Vibration
F4, I was unable to find any blemishes.
d
Note:
The
ratings
are
based
on
the
The product was pristine. Overall, I
t
would rate the product exceptional in
following color codes:
the workmanship section.
Blue = exceptional,
n
Thereafter, I put the product
Green = above average,
through
a 100-150 shot cycling to verLight Green = average,
ify
functionality.
Some minor testing
Yellow = marginal,
is
performed,
but
the
focus is to detect
Red = unacceptable
any issues or concerns with the product
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Dimensions
Mo del

Axle to
Axle
(inches)

Tornado F4

20.75

Axle to Axle Po wer str o ke
(full dr aw)
(inches)
(inches)
18.1875

12

Over all
Length
(inches)
35.1875

Mass
Mass
W eight
W eight
(including (witho ut
sco p e)
sco p e)
8.3 lbs

7.4 lbs
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before starting
Test Category
Assessment
the actual perProvides an indication of the amount of energy output by a crossbow relative to the energy
formance testing.
D ynamic Efficiency
expended through drawing the crossbow back. An assessment is made with multiple
The Tornado F4
projectile weights.
performed up to
Provides an indication of the amount of speed output by the crossbow over the distance
Sp eed p er inch o f Po wer -Str o ke
from the full-draw position to the static brace height position. An assessment is made with
snuff. I rechecked
multiple projectile weights.
all the major
Provides an indication of the noise output characteristics of a crossbow at the "point blank"
bolts to confirm
No ise Outp u t
range utilizing a series of shots with multiple projectile weights.
that
nothing
loosened during
Provides an indication of the amount of force required to discharge a given crossbow.
T r igger Fo r ce
the initial 20-30
shots, and I was
Provides an indication of how close groups are shot together by shooting from a bench
pleasantly surPr ecisio n Test
rest or other supportive device.
prised that everything remained DetailedTestResults
Speed per inch of Powerstroke: Speed measurements
unchanged. The company did not provide rail lube, nonetheless, I’d recommend ordering a lubricant such as Red were taken with three projectiles. A Pact Chronograph XP
Hot string wax and barrel lubrication. Also, make sure to and a Competition Electronics Pro-Chrono IR are set in tanapply lubricant every 5-10 shots while shooting. The speed dem to record results. The average speed measurement is
of the crossbow, and the friction of the string against the divided by the powerstroke to determine the speed per inch
rail, can wreak havoc if lubricant is lacking. I would suggest of powerstroke.
that pro shops remind the archer of the importance of genNoise Output:
eral maintenance with this product, and for that matter, any
Sound measurements were recorded with three projecproduct that has many mechanical components.
The crossbow is next evaluated on the five criteria out- tiles. The measurements were averaged and the sound meter
was set to take measurements with the A-weighted filter
lined above:
(which mimics the human ear).

Detailed Test Results

Dynamic Efficiency: The dynamic efficiency portion
of the test utilizes a Revere Load-Cell controlled by a winch
device; the load-cell connects to the crossbow with a cocking aid. The crossbow is mounted in a shooting platform
that controls any movement that might be experienced as
Force-Draw curves are taken. The stored energy obtained
from the Force-Draw curve, is used in conjunction with
speed measurements to calculate dynamic efficiency.

Trigger Force: The Trigger Force measurements were
recorded in pounds and averaged. An Imada Digital Force
Gauge is used to determine the peak Trigger Force.
Precision Measurements: Provides an indication of
how close groups were shot together when shooting by
hand from a bench rest or other supportive device. Extreme
spread is the method used to calculate group size.

Sp eed p er inch o f
Po wer str o ke (PS)

Po wer str o ke

Sp eed Per Inch o f PS
W eight
425 gr ains
27.4
475 gr ains
26.1
525 gr ains
25.0
Aver age
26.2
12
inches

Speed Information
W eight
(gr ains)

sho t
1

avg (fp s)
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Chr o no 1

Chr o no 2

W eight
(gr ains)

sho t

329.6

327

1

2

329.2

327

3

329.3

4
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W
(

sho t

313.6

312

1

2

313.3

311

2

327

3

313.0

310

3

329.0

326

4

313.0

310

4

329.0
329.2

327
327

5

313.5
313.3

311
311

avg (fp s)

475

Chr o no 1 Chr o no 2

5
avg (fp s)
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The Initial Review:
A few must-have accessories, from a user’s perspective, are
The Tornado F4 required minor assembly out of the box. lubricant and the roller rope cocking device. Additionally,
The scope came mounted and bore sighted from the factory. extra arrows are probably a good bet for most archers.
The upper assembly, also known as the front-end, required Finally, to top off the purchase, a crossbow case will provide
six button head screws for installation to the stock assembly. the security that’s needed while traveling to and from shootThe six screws had anti-vibration thread locking material ing/hunting locations.
applied. The assembly was made quick and easy with supIn The Field
port of the instruction manual.
With the tail end of the winter nearing and spring seaAfter the assembly was completed, I watched the
instructional DVD and evaluated the pamphlets and flyers son just in the midst, the weather broke for a few days and
that were provided with the product. All the information is allowed me to take the product afield. The Tornado F4 seems
clear and somewhat redundant, yet necessary for safe use. about the same weight as many products I’ve tested. Being
I would recommend reviewing the Quick Start Guide within about average in the weight department can be a good thing,
because a crossbow that is too light will have a difficult time
the Owner’s Manual at the onset of shooting.
The reading material explains the essential aspects
of operation. Archers most definitely want to understand
the restrictions of use in order to maintain their warranty
rights. Parker requires that archers ONLY use Parker or Red
Hot brand crossbow arrows with their products. In addiWeight
tion, these arrows include capture nocks. The restriction on
(gr ains)
425
475
525
arrow brand mandates the use of capture nocks. I certainly
Peak A -Weighted Noise
Par ameter
don’t like limitations when it comes to arrows, but Parker is
1
96.7
95.2
95.3
very adamant these nocks provide the best string contact for
2
96.5
96.2
94.9
propulsion and safety; please refer to the precision shooting
3
96.2
95.2
94.9
test to see how well the Red Hot brand performed out of the
4
96.0
95.6
94.6
Tornado F4. On the back end of the Red Hot arrows is an odd
5
96.3
95.7
94.9
colored fletch, which is no different from most. However, the
6
96.0
95.4
94.8
odd fletch differs because it includes writing that denotes
7
96.2
95.2
94.7
its downward position in the groove; this is a simple feature
8
96.8
95.2
95.0
and a good idea that supports consistent shooting. Parker
9
96.7
95.4
94.9
also advises a minimum arrow mass weight of 400 grains.
10
96.6
95.3
94.9
Please note that the arrows used in the precision shooting
test were slightly under this weight, but were received from
Average
96.4
95.4
94.9
the factory in this manner. The arrow weight is a minimum
Total Avg
requirement and you can expect that the use of arrows this
95.6
Max (dBA)
light will produce some very good speed based on the stored
energy numbers reported herein.
One very important aspect of
the company product portfolio is the
numerous accessories offered. The Red
A bowstring with
Hot accessories are created to achieve
Safety, Stability,
optimum performance and accuracy
Speed, Durability
for the products that are offered. Each
crossbow can be purchased bare and
the upgrades are individually selected.

Sound Measurements







Rely on BCY...

n
W eight
(gr ains)

Chr o no 1

525

299.7

298

2

299.5

298

3

299.6

298

4

299.9

298

8125G - For higher arrow speed on compounds
and the preferred bowstring for recurve shooters

5

299.5
299.6

298
298

Whatever you’re looking for in a bowstring material, BCY has a product tailored to
your needs. See our catalog or visit our web site: www.bcyfibers.com

sho t
1

avg (fp s)

Chr o no 2

452X - Preferred by top archers and most
major bow manufacturers world-wide for
complete stability and accuracy
Trophy - With GORETM Performance Fiber
added to 452X to increase durability; reduces
noise and vibration

Rely
on

697 Middle Street
Middletown, CT 06457 USA
Phone: 860-632-7115
Fax: 860-632-5775
bcyray@msn.com
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Drawcurvesaretaken.Thestoredenergyobtainedfromthe

Performance Information
Peak Force

166.1

lbs

Stored Energy

134.4

lb-ft

Dynamic Efficiency

425 grains

76.1

percent

Dynamic Efficiency

475 grains

77.0

percent

Dynamic Efficiency

525 grains

77.9

percent

“soaking” up much of the vibration that is created while

shooting.
A big must for hunting is having portable equipment.
The crossbow is compact, and still packs a punch. The cutouts on the stock aren’t just a positive for shooting, but aid
carrying as well. When loading the crossbow the auto-safety
stands out. As I loaded my first arrow, the retention spring
provided significant resistance as I slid the arrow into the
back of the housing. The downward pressure is a must for
proper arrow control.
Aiming the Tornado F4 at the target is made quite easy
because of the balance points and stock design. Archers
prefer to pick up a crossbow that they feel naturally comfortable shooting. With the Tornado F4, I felt very relaxed
shooting. What I realized was I required little muscle tension while focusing on the target. The balance point is at the
forearm, but more towards the trigger. I have found that my
shooting style prefers this location and I am able to keep my
appendages closer to my body, resulting in less movement
and readjustments while aiming. As I placed my cheek on
the stock and relaxed my breathing, my body allowed the
crossbow to reach its natural point of aim. The only adjustments I concentrated on were eye relief. No adjustments
were made to the product’s scope out of the box. Pulling
the trigger was probably the only early distraction. Triggers
can take time to get used to. After the first two to three shots
I became more aware of the release point. The trigger only
travels a short distance. Some may or may not like the last
point. I certainly favored the trigger after taking the time to

• Better accuracy right now
• Conﬁdence at long range
• Works with your existing sight
• Controls bow torque

Watch the Square-Up video on our website
SquareUpArchery.com

(860)-663-3949

realize how light the poundage is, also, the breakpoint was
very predictable.

Hot Features:
In my mind the little things can go a long way. I enjoy
not only the new technology that marketing efforts draw
attention to, but also the hidden features that sometimes
play most into an enjoyable shooting experience. First off,
most cocking aids are identical from company to company.
Parker has patented the Red Hot EZ Roller Rope Cocker. The
rope cocker is different because it has unique roller glide
hooks. The roller glides help ensure consistent string alignment during the loading process and keeps the barrel free
from blemishes as it glides across the body of the crossbow.
I prefer a cocking aid that doesn’t scuff the finish and this
component gets it done.
Another feature that is associated with a few other
crossbows, but not exactly common, is the soft touch finish.
Smooth to the touch components and stock can sometimes
yield the most comfort while shooting. Making proper contact with the crossbow is a must for shooting. This feature
doesn’t direct your arms or cheek to the perfect location,

Trigger Analysis
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Aver age Tr igger
Pull (lbs)
D istance
Tr aveled (inches)

Trigger Pull (lbs)
1.99
1.99
2.05
2.01
2.01
2.01
1.98
2.01
2.03
2.03
2.00
2.01
2.04
2.01
1.95
2.01
0.174
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Projectile Precision
Sho o ting b y H and
Sho o ting By H and

Mo d el/
Br and
Par ker
H u nter
Par ker
H u nter

Ar r o w
W eight

D istance
(yar d s)

Sp r ead 1
(inches)

Sp r ead 2
(inches)

Aver age
(inches)

388.2

40

1.749

1.387

1.568

388.9

40

1.742

1.152

1.447

but allows the archer to achieve additional control due to the
natural friction the finish provides.
The trigger, safety and string suppressor are the final
components that come to mind. As mentioned earlier in
the article, the trigger is light, and the release point is very
predictable. A light trigger seems to be a current trend in the
industry and this crossbow is on the edge of having one of
the lightest. The auto-safety is something I have benefited
from while in the field. An almost habitual move to push the
safety is removed because of this feature. However, be sure
to visually check the safety each time after loading. The final
element is the string suppressor. A common feature on compounds, and a more recent technology used on crossbows,
this component can drastically reduce the sound and vibration produced by the crossbow.

The Off-Shoot:
As with most products I do find things that can be
improved upon. I found only a couple areas I’d like to see
the company focus on with the Tornado F4. Out of the box
the scope was slightly tilted. I rechecked the
alignment on my shooting machine to make
sure my eyes weren’t playing tricks. Ensuring
products are bore sighted and aligned is a
real benefit to the archer, and the less they
have to do out of the box the better. The
other suggestion is more of a nitpick. The
crossbow is not overly heavy, but I do see
some changes that could be made in order
to reduce the weight of the barrel and riser.
I would also state that removing material
in either component shouldn’t be done if it
sacrifices any integrity, but again, this is just
a minor suggestion.

were close to the
publicly reported
speed results, and
the outcome with
the lighter Red Hot
arrows should be
right-on to advertised
numbers.
The ArrowTrade
scorecard indicates ratings mostly above average. Some evaluation criteria
e I would recommend evaluating the Quick Start Guide within the
tipped the scales with an exceptional rating.
In order to make the sale, be sure to start with the company’s mission. I would move next to the accessories. Then, I
would finish with the performance information. I expect the
same workmanship and quality of this sample product to be
present in the other mid to high priced products. Therefore,
should a consumer have an interest in trying other models,
be sure to mention the other crossbows Parker has available.

Overview:
Parker has created a vast amount of
options under its crossbow line. The Tornado
F4 is a fine example of what a high quality
product looks like. The appearance and features are what makes this product appealing.
The numerous “hot” accessories offered by
Parker can really make the shooting experience that much more pleasurable.
The Tornado F4 performed well in roughly every area of the objective testing. The
tightly shot groups with the Red Hot arrows
were no surprise. The measured speeds
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